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Delivery from 8 to 15 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

GRANULAR ICE MAKERS without deposit, with production of 280 kg in 24 hours :
internal and external structure in 18/8 stainless steel , Scotch-Brite finish;
compact granules ice , ideal for various uses in restaurants, fish shops, self-service shops and industries;
air or water cooling .
modular models, they must be combined with an ice storage container;
single-phase version.

Accessories / Optionals :
Containers / deposits for ice machines

Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

net weight (Kg) 83
breadth (mm) 560

depth (mm) 569
height (mm) 695

AVAILABLE MODELS

TCF362-G280A

Granular ice maker, without ice storage - Air
cooled
Granular ice maker, to be combined with ice storage
container, yield 280 Kg / 24 hours, external in stainless
steel, air-cooled, V 230/1, Kw 1.05, Weight 83 Kg,
dimensions mm.560x569x695h
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Delivery from 8 to 15 days

TCF362-G280W

Granular ice maker, without ice storage - Water
cooled
Granular ice maker, to be combined with ice storage
container, yield 280 Kg / 24 hours, external stainless
steel, water cooling, V 230/1, Kw 1.05, Weight 83 Kg,
dimensions mm.560x569x695h

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TCF362-BIN110

Containers / deposits for ice machines
Highly insulated ice storage, external in stainless steel,
capacity 100 Kg, usable with: cubes producers
Mod.W350 / 500/900 and granular producers Mod.G160
/ 280/510, Weight Kg.53, dimensions
mm.560x815x1000h.

TCF362-BIN240PE

Containers/Deposits for ice machines, capacity
240 Kg.
Ice storage in highly insulated polyethylene, capacity 240
Kg, usable with: granular producers mod. G250 - G500,
producers in cubes mod. C80 - C180, dimensions
942x795x1053h mm.

TCF362-BIN200
Containers/deposits for ice machines; capacity
240 Kg
Ice storage in highly insulated polyethylene, capacity 240
Kg, usable with: granular producers mod. G 250/500,
cube producers Mod.C 80/180, VM 350/500/900 and
flake producers Mod. MUSTER 350, dimensions
870x790x1000h mm.

TCF362-RB100

Containers / Storage for ice machines
Stainless steel support for ice storage on wheeled
container of Kg. 108 and above reserve of 17 Kg, for
granular producers. Mod.G160-G280-G510, dimensions
795x1060x1284h mm

TCF362-BIN350
Containers/Deposits for ice machines, capacity
350 Kg.
Highly insulated ice storage, external stainless steel,
capacity 350 Kg, usable with producers: Mod.G
160/280/510, Mod.C150/300/300Split, Mod.VM
500/900/1700 and Mod.MUSTER 250/350/600 /350Split,
dim.mm.1250x790x1000h

TCF362-DRB100
Stainless steel support for inserting ice
containers on wheels, with 50 kg ice deposit.
Stainless steel support for ice storage on 2 wheeled
containers of Kg.108 each, with overlying reserve of 50
Kg, for producers: Mod.G 280/510, Mod.VM500/900 and
Mod.MUSTER 350/600/350Split, dim.mm
.1560x1060x1484h.
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